
The landscape of the Troja basin bears a record of the millennial co-existence of man and the river. 
The river channel, its islands and its distributaries  have been changing throughout the centuries. Man’s 
mutual coexistence with the river was replaced with unilateral exploitation in the 19th century.  Today, 
we are learning to again create designs that are sensitive to the nuances of the landscape and in harmony 
with the natural environment. Prague confirmed a new approach to the riparian landscape by its approval 
of the Císařský Island Landscape Plan and signing a memorandum of cooperation with other local 
partners.

The Landscape plan aims to bridge the traditional sectoral approach 
and to approach the territory as a landscape whole that is layered and 
highly complex. The individual functional requirements (permeability, 
transport service, parking, water management, etc.) will be sensitively 
incorporated into the landscape after we gain an understanding of it. 
Only in this way can harmony with the values contained in the landscape 
be guaranteed, thus reducing the negative impact of the partial plans. 
As a result, the concept also brings better acceptance and higher 
implementability.

The Císařský Island Landscape Plan and Action Plan builds on the 
approved Prague Waterfront Concept, for example, by enhancing the 
natural identity of the riverside landscape, removing barriers and 
creating new interconnections, creating local administration responsible 
not only for care and maintenance, but also for the development  
of education and cultural and social activities for the public.

The documents contribute to the fulfillment of the Prague Strategic Plan 
concurrently in 19 measures and 7 strategic goals. For example, measure 
1.3, E.1 Applying the landscape perspective in urban design:
“Apply a holistic solution of the goals with an impact on the landscape, 
including using elements of green infrastructure...”

HOW THE PLAN DEVELOPED

During May and June of 2015, 3 meetings took place within the context 
of a competition workshop, which is a combination of a architecture 
competition and a professional colloquium with the goal of finding  
a shared approach to the development of the area. 

The purpose was to allow local stakeholders to actively participate in the 
entire process, in addition to the jurors and selected teams. For example, 
politicians, city organizations and city hall departments, city districts, 
state authorities and state organizations, designers and contractors of 
the wastewater treatment plant and owners and administrators of lands.

During the workshop, 5 interdisciplinary teams presented proposals.  
The winning proposal was completed during the fall of 2015 and spring 
of 2016, into the form of an Urban landscape study , based on which  
IPR Prague created a General Landscape Plan and Action Plan.  
The documents were approved by the Prague City Council in August 2017.
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LANDSCAPE PLAN CONTENTS

Urban landscape base study
The Overall Landscape Plan is is founded on the Urban Landscape Study, which 
is the completed winning proposal from the competition workshop by the 
interdisciplinary team comprising: prof. Ing. arch. Petr Pelčák (architect), Ing. Eva 
Wagnerová (landscape architect), Ing. Václav Malina (transport infrastructure), 
Ing. Miloslav Šindlar (water management engineer) 

Evaluation of the Urban Landscape Study 
IPR Prague evaluated individual proposals of the Urban Landscape Study. For each 
site, IPR determined whether or not it is possible to continue with the proposed 
solution or seek a different solution. According to its focus, the landscape plan 
addressed the Císařský Island area in greater detail and has been agreed upon. The 
solution for surrounding areas should be further examined at the conceptual level.

Suggestions and Comments 
After completion of the Overall Landscape Plan, a closing discussion took place 
in October 2016. Oral suggestions and comments were recorded and addressed 
together with written comments.

Action Plan
The action plan serves for 
fulfilling the goals of the 
Císařský Island Landscape 
plan. The nature of the 
measures varies from 
initiating measures, which 
can be implemented in 
the short-term horizon, to 
the conceptual studies of 
the surrounding areas and 
the investment projects. 
Important for the feasibility 
of investment projects are 
the procedural measures, 
such as the establishment of 
local administration and a 
project manager. 

Fundamentals
Summarizes the main 
shared principles 
for development of 
the area from the 
perspective of an 
overall landscape 
solution, individual 
subjects and 
locations. 

—   finalisation of the Urban Landscape study 
(winning team)

—  finalisation of General Landscape plan and 
Action plan (IPR Prague)

—   approval of documents by Prague City Council 
+ follow-up projects from Action plan

—   implementation of Action plan

— open call
— selection of 5 teams by the jury

2015

2016

since 
2017

PUBLIC PART

block of public lectures

feedback from the public

exhibition

public participation

publication of documents

NON-PUBLIC PART

I. conference

II. colloquium

III. evaluation

IV. negotiation
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URBAN LANDSCAPE BASE STUDY

Contains 4 parts: 

Master Plan
Catalog of Characters
Compensation – river revitalisation
Proposal of Changes to the New Water Line of the Central 
Wastewater Treatment Plant

The winning team completed the selected proposal into the form of 
a Urban Landscape Base study, the main drawing of which can be seen 
in the background. 

Master Plan
The Master Plan addresses the wider surroundings, defines the backbone 
of public spaces and landscape along with the accessibility and 
permeability of the area. The design described in detail and proposed 
how to develop the main values of the reparian landscape, characterized 
by flat terrain and typical vegetation. Permeability of the area was 
addressed both by making accessible the banks of the river and by 
improving permeability across the area through the Císařský Island. The 
systemic solution of public transport is accompanied by the installation of 
P+R parking on the edges of the Troja basin.

Catalog of Characters
Within the framework of the competition workshop, a catalog of 
characters of Císařský Island and the wider area was created. It was later 
supplemented by the passport of the elements of Císařský Island. Both 
documents serve as a basis for a detailed design manual for the area, 
which is to define individual technical and vegetation elements, furniture 
and other details for use in follow-up and coordinated projects. The aim is 
to support the unified character of the area and good orientation around 
the river.

Compensation – river Revitalisation (A)
The aim of the Landscape Plan was to find a way to compensate for the 
impact of the landscape on the Troja basin. The “Wild Vltava” project is 
not only a compensatory water management measure, but simultaneously 
strengthens the landscape values of the floodplain through the restoration 
of river biotopes.

In addition to expansion of the northern distributary, there is also a 
shallow furrow across Císařský Island, which, among other things is also  
a place for play and recreation.

Proposal of Changes to New Water Line of the Central 
Wastewater Treatment Plant (B)
The aim of the changes was to better integrate the treatment plant into 
the landscape and minimize its impact on the environment. Due to the 
reduction in the size of the embankments and the change in traffic, the 
design allowed for a greater degree of original vegetation and the terrain 
of the island and use of the northern shore for recreation. In view of the 
construction already in progress, legislative processes and contractual 
conditions, it was decided that only the extensification of the roof (dry 
plain) aimed at relocating recreational activities to the revitalized banks 
would be implemented within the framework of the construction.

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE GENERAL LANDSCAPE PLAN

Fundamentals drafted by IPR Prague based on the Urban Landscape Base Study (shortened version). 
The map shows the approximate locations of the plans or their examples.

Holistic Landscape Solution 
To preserve and renew natural elements and types, thereby strengthening the identity of the local landscape
Improve the state of nature on the floodplain, and jointly address flood prevention measures
Support biodiversity of the landscape and provide information regarding biodiversity on site
Create a local administration – peri-urban park

Modification of the River
Improve the flow rate by creating a furrow and the expansion of the river bed
Improve the natural conditions of the river and the floodplain landscape
Improve conditions for education, play and recreation
Ensure space for the development of biotopes and fish migration
Determine quiet and intensely used places

Transportation in the Troja Basin 
Address the transport service as a coherent system
Cover the Prague Zoo with a tram line
Bridge the island to Troja for pedestrians and cyclists
Design a tram line loop at the Troja Bridge
Diversify the parking space around the circumference of the Troja basin
Create P+R parking at the exit from the Blanka tunnel with a large capacity
Close the parking lot below the Troja chateau
Establish small P+R parking lots in Podbaba and Suchdol
Provide accessibility by public transport from the left bank
Make use of the waterway in the reservoir of the Troja weir - a water tram
Examine the reduction of transit traffic through the Drahan – Troja park and between
botanical and zoological gardens

Císařský Island
Create a dry floral plain on the public roof of the new water line
Keep the WWTP facility within the existing borders
Make the flood protection embankments accessible and set up a ring path around the island
Make the island crossable through the treatment plant site at the Papírenská street bridge
Build a new footbridge over the northern distributary channel ending at the southern entrance to the zoo
Make accessible the bridge of the former field track
Add a new footbridge across the island in the east
Set up a bridge that is parallel to the Stromovka bridge
Connect the western tip of the island to the ferry
Establish a bridge link over the locks on the weir in Podbaba
Make the both tips of the island accessible
Provide new trails for horses
Buy and exchange land and agree with tenants

Left Bank of the Vltava River
Extend Stromovka‘s promenades beyond Mala říčka (Little River)
Connect the new bus line to allow transit 
Revitalize the public space in front of the Císařský mill
Improve Stromovka‘s connection from Podbaba along the canal and the promenade
Connect to Prague-Holešovice Train Station
Revitalize the areas around Papirenska Street and preserve the small-scale manufacturing nature of the area

Right Bank of the Vltava River
Connect the green backbone around the river to the green slopes system
Make the local wild shore of the Vltava accessible
Revitalize the public space in front of the Troja chateau
Address the floodplain park between the bulwark and the sports channel uniformly
Integrate a capacity parking lot in front of the Troja Bridge
Separate foot and cycle paths on the main recreational route
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The action plan will be used for the fulfillment of the Císařský Island Landscape Plan, defines individual 
steps for achieving the main goal, which is to compensate the landscape values of Císařský Island 
connected with the building of a New water line or the Central Wastewater Treatment Plant.

The Action Plan is intended for the City Council of Prague, but also serves the needs of other participants 
in the area, whose requirements, plans and obligations are included in the Landscape Plan. Individual 
measures are briefly described below, with only selected examples of activities and projects included with 
them. A complete list is available in the Action Plan.

2.   INITIATION MEASURES 
The initiation measures define three concrete projects that can be implemented in a short period of time without high investment costs and drawn-
out administrative procedures. These measures will lead to a noticeable improvement in the current situation. 
 
→ [Improvement of the state of the landscape in the short-term horizon] 
→ [Temporary park and ride near the Troja bridge]

4.  INVESTMENT PROJECTS 
This involves the implementation of investment multifunctional projects that have been defined in sufficient detail within the Landscape Plan and for 
which a high degree of agreement has been reached. A prerequisite is a process that allows for high-quality architectural and landscaping solutions 
and an interdisciplinary authoring approach. 
 
→ [Landscape detail study of Císařský Island]  
→ [Close-to-nature river revitalization – project “Wild Vltava”] 

3.  PLANS FOR SURROUNDING AREAS 
To address the connection of Cisarsky island, the concept assignment includes the surrounding area of the river banks. This, however, was addressed 
in lesser detail, and therefore still requires more detailed conceptual examination to identify and specify investment projects, similarly as with the 
Císařský Island.  
 
→ [Urban-landscape study of the Troja waterfront] 
→ [Masterplan of green connections]  

1.  PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Setting up first-rate project management is key to successfully implementing the action plan. The primary reason for this is to ensure the continuity 
of a multifunctional and cross-sector partnership approach that requires the active involvement of a wide range of participants and their intensive 
coordination.  
 
→ [Set up of project management: project manager position]  

5.  ESTABLISHMENT OF A LOCAL AUTHORITY 
The aim of establishing a local authority is to ensure landscape stewardship for a natural area that corresponds to the recreational, natural significance 
and potential of the area. Equally important is the promotion and building of local identity, including providing environmental education. For the 
feasibility of the Wild Vltava revitalization project, the Vltava river authority, sets the condition that the City of Prague shall provide a management 
body to maintain the revitalized area. 
 
→ [Establishment of a local authority for Císařský Island]  
→ [Acquisition of a management plan] 

6.  METHODOLOGY FOR INTEGRATED PROJECTS  
A number of technical infrastructure projects have been set up in the City of Prague, which are narrowly focused only on meeting a single technical 
purpose. Based on experience from abroad and the preparation of the Wild Vltava pilot project, a methodology for preparation of the integrated 
projects considering the landscape will be prepared.

7.  PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 
One of the objectives of involving people in local activities and planning is to raise an awareness of the landscape values that will contribute to its 
protection (European Landscape Convention). An educational and information system will be created on site. Cultural-social awareness-raising activities 
in the area and educational programs for children will be supported. Residents can engage in planning, for example, through participation planning 
walks or the Troja Basin Association, which was already defined in the Strategy for the Development of the Suburban Landscape (Troja 2012). 
 
→ [Education and information system] 
→ [Public participation in planning]

ACTION PLAN



Level II.

LANDSCAPE PLANS 

General Landscape Plan and Action Plan

LEVELS AND OVERVIEW OF ACTION PLAN PROJECTS

The Action Plan divides the area into smaller projects for gradual 
implementation. The overall concept of the island and the river has been 
established and discussed in sufficient detail, and the preparation of 
individual revitalisation projects can continue. For the surrounding areas, 
it still remains to prepare more detailed landscape plans.

P.1 Detailed landscape plan of Císařsky Island
 
P.2 Wild Vltava river revitalisation

P.3 Connections through the island – access to 
 the zoo

P.4 New bridge to the zoo

P.5 Water tram

P.6 Recreational floodplain park Troja

P.7 Za Císařským Mlýnem Street and bus route 

K.1   Study of revitalization of the Papírenská area

K.2  Study of the surroundings of the tram line  
 (Podbaba—Suchdol)

K.3  Urban-landscape study of the Troja waterfront

K.4   Master plan of green connections  
 (Holešovice Island – Herzovka)

K.5  Master plan of green connections 
 (Stromovka–Podbaba)

K.6  Master plan of green connections  
 (Šárecké údolí–Bosna–Sklenářka)

K.7  Study of Nové Rybáře area

K.8  Design manual

K.9  Master plan of the Troja Basin peri-urban park

Level III. 

INVESTMENT PROJECTS
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The aim of the exhibition and its accompanying activities was to increase the public’s awareness of the 
values of the floodplain landscape and the methods of its development and protection. The exhibition 
spoke of the past, present and future of the Troja basin, and the coexistence of man and the river. 
The exhibition was seen by approximately 22 000 people and every fifth person who walked by stopped 
to see it.

EXHIBITION 
“WITH THE RIVER TOGETHER”

The accompanying program included several guided tours and moderated 
debates: 

– The Troja Basin’s past: From the point of view of the river
– Troja Basin’s future: How to care for the landscape
– Regeneration of the riparian landscape

The exhibition was accompanied by a children‘s program in the form of 
an educational game in the historical wastewater treatment plant. The 
children set out on the trail of man‘s coexistence with the river in the past, 
present and future, completed tasks and searched for signs that gradually 
revealed the story of the floodplain landscape of the Troja basin.

Vernissage on the Troja waterfront
June 1st — August 31st, 2016
on the waterfront by the Troja bridge



The river channel, 
its islands and 
distributaries have been 
changing continuously 
throughout the 
centuries.

This mutual coexistence 
with the river was 
replaced with unilateral 
exploitation in the 
19th century.

We are now re-learning 
how to design in 
harmony with nature 
and to take into 
consideration layering 
of the river landscape. 

1 The fertile floodplain was already in use in the early Middle Ages, mainly for grazing cattle and growing crops.
2  At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, a lock and a three-kilometer navigation channel were created.
3 The new concept focuses on spending time by the river and support of the floodplain ecosystem.

FROM THE EXHIBITION
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2

1

the river

river canal

new distributary

river with 
gravel sediments

the floodplain

the floodplain  
separated with dikes
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